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Increased focus on human rights in US foreign policy in the 1970s is often attributed to congressional and popular reaction against Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger’s realpolitik, the administration’s pursuit of détente with the Soviet Union, and immoral American actions in Chile and elsewhere in the world in this period. Some accounts have highlighted members of Congress, such as Representative Donald M. Fraser (Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party-MN) and Senator Henry M. Jackson (D-WA), who were active in pressing human rights concerns onto the American diplomatic agenda. A larger body of literature has argued that when Jimmy Carter became president in 1977 he reformulated US foreign policy to address such concerns, and Carter’s emphasis on human rights was one element of an international human rights movement that gained increasing influence in the 1970s. Underlying these accounts is the conviction that human rights were of limited consequence in policymaking during the 1960s; indeed, political scientist David P. Forsythe has characterized the years from 1953 to 1974 as a period of American “neglect” for human rights. Although human rights was certainly not a dominant issue in US foreign policy during the Johnson years, it was considered at the highest levels of the National Security Council and the State Department. Efforts to emphasize attention to human rights actually began during Lyndon Johnson’s administration, earlier than most accounts suggest, and were advanced by state and nonstate actors. The emergence of concern for human rights in the 1960s, in fact, facilitated its
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prominence in the years that followed. This chapter will examine US policy toward Greece and Southern Rhodesia, two very different cases in terms of who advocated greater attention to human rights, the extent to which human rights concerns were considered, and how each fit into larger Cold War politics. Both cases suggest human rights concerns were increasingly under consideration, but that the Johnson administration was not as uniformly supportive of human rights abroad as it was of civil rights at home.

A range of factors were important to enhanced interest in the role of human rights in American foreign policy in the 1960s; changes at the international level and new trends in American domestic politics spurred this development. The United Nations was particularly important to the issue’s emergence; the organization’s agenda changed as more African and Asian countries joined the General Assembly, leading the body increasingly to turn its attention to self-determination, racial discrimination, and concern for human rights. Debates on these issues at the United Nations (UN), especially during the years former Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg served as Washington’s ambassador to the organization (1965–1968), influenced US foreign policy, as Goldberg attempted to use his bully pulpit in New York to transmit concerns about human rights to Washington. The General Assembly’s unanimous decision in 1963 to designate 1968 the International Year for Human Rights (IYHR) in honor of the twentieth anniversary of the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights also raised the profile of human rights. A temporary committee for human rights was established to facilitate American participation in the IYHR, and the United States attended the culminating International Conference on Human Rights in Tehran in 1968.5

Beyond the influence of the United Nations, the beginnings of what would become a significant nongovernmental movement for human rights emerged in the early 1960s and directed American attention to abuses in foreign countries. Amnesty International, which became one of the most prominent groups to advance the cause of human rights, was established in 1961 in response to an op-ed by British lawyer Peter Benenson that profiled six “forgotten prisoners” who were suffering for their religious or political beliefs.6 The organization’s model of activism utilized letter-writing campaigns to secure the release of political prisoners and to exert pressure on countries to change their human rights practices.7 Amnesty International also undertook fact-finding missions and reported on allegations of human rights abuses, in particular Greek political repression in the late 1960s. It quickly became an international movement, establishing chapters in Switzerland, Italy, the United States, and France, among other countries; like the concern for global poverty that Sheyda Jahanbani describes elsewhere in this volume, attention to human rights transcended national borders. Amnesty’s international presence and vocal advocacy of the plight of political prisoners helped insert discussion of human rights into foreign policy debates.

Increased consideration for human rights was also influenced by interventions abroad and developments at home. Moral opposition to containment, which had led to American involvement in Vietnam, fueled critiques of US policy. At issue for many was the extent to which Cold War priorities were diminishing America’s image abroad and undermining the morality of its foreign policy. International events, including the war in Vietnam, coups in Chile and Greece, and American intervention in the Dominican Republic, all influenced interest in human rights. In addition, support for human rights internationally was closely linked with domestic concerns about civil, political, economic, and social rights during the Johnson years.

In Washington, attention to human rights was advanced primarily by members of Congress, who reacted to actions, or inaction, on the part of the administration. Historian Robert David Johnson has characterized members of Congress who wanted to emphasize cultural and economic elements of foreign policy over military ones as the “new internationalists.” These members of Congress believed the United States had too willingly supported right-wing dictators and had become overly reliant on military solutions; they pushed instead for what they regarded as a more moral foreign policy.8

In the 1960s, members of Congress who subscribed to these tenets increasingly asserted themselves, criticizing US policy and pressing for changes in the country’s relations with the world. These efforts culminated in the early 1970s, when the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on International Organizations and Movements held a series of hearings in 1973 on human rights and ultimately pressed a number of measures that forced the US government to take greater account of the issue when formulating and executing its foreign policy.

A key issue for members of Congress was American policy toward Greece in the aftermath of the 1967 coup d’état, which prompted international outcry and engendered deep concern for the abrogation of human rights there.9 In the wake of the coup, the Greek junta dealt harshly with its perceived enemies, arresting them, subjecting them to torture, and imprisoning them in island concentration camps. Yet, Greece’s membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and Cold War security concerns meant many governments were hesitant to criticize the regime too harshly. Although the Johnson administration condemned the nature of the Greek regime, repeatedly inquired with the junta about the fate of political prisoners, and implemented an embargo against heavy military exports to Greece,
the United States did not actively undermine the new leaders. Moreover, the selective embargo, implemented in May 1967, was later lifted, due to concerns that stemming the flow of military aid to Greece could weaken the NATO alliance. The Johnson administration became increasingly focused on access to Greek bases after the outbreak of war in the Middle East, which heightened the strategic significance of the Mediterranean. As a result, in the aftermath of the Six Day War, the United States lessened its criticism of the military junta in Greece, and the Johnson administration opposed and defeated Senate efforts to end military assistance to Greece.

Concerns about the administration’s tepid position toward Greece were raised in the context of a campaign against the politically repressive junta, and as Nick Cullather has shown with regard to Johnson administration policy toward famine in India, nonstate actors played a significant role in forcing the president and his aides to grapple with human rights concerns. Historian Barbara Keys has argued that “anti-junta activism helped lay the groundwork for the worldwide ‘human rights boom’ of the 1970s.” Amnesty International was very active in responding to reports of human rights violations in the aftermath of the Greek coup, and its reporting maintained international attention on the junta’s repression. The group sent a delegation to Greece in December 1967, and its personnel stayed for four weeks, interviewing prisoners and taking testimony from their family members. In its January 1968 report, “Situation in Greece,” Amnesty International outlined its argument that “torture as a deliberate practice is carried out by the Security Police... and the Military Police” and detailed twelve different physical methods being used to torture political prisoners. Its investigators found the psychological torture employed by the regime to be equally devastating to political prisoners and stated the Security Police and Military Police operated without any restrictions on their behavior.

Such reporting inspired a range of governmental and nongovernmental actors to oppose ongoing US support for the regime. Many American critics viewed the government’s attitude toward the colonels in the context of their own opposition to the war in Vietnam and intervention in the Dominican Republic. Representative Donald M. Fraser was particularly active in response to the Greek coup and expressed concern about support for the regime, especially in terms of military assistance, information policy, and public and private investment in the country. He pushed the State Department to do more than have a “hands off, no comment, position regarding the denial of human rights in Greece today,” indicating he was particularly troubled at reports that the Greek regime was torturing its political prisoners.

Fraser undertook steps on his own and acted in concert with a nongovernmental organization devoted to the issue, the US Committee for Democracy in Greece. In one instance, he wrote to the Secretary of State and the White House to express apprehension about political prisoners in Greece, raising the case of Andreas Papandreou, the son of prominent, deposed politician George Papandreou, a rising political leader, and a former professor at the University of Minnesota. In a different case, Fraser wrote to the Greek Ambassador to the United States to press his concerns about politically motivated arrests and the torture of prisoners. Fraser traveled to Greece in May 1968 to investigate US policy toward the junta, and his visit solidified his opposition. He later said:

I became interested in U.S. policies toward Greece after the military junta seized power there in the middle sixties. Once again United States interests seemed to outweigh those of the Greek people. I recall being in Athens and being shown a picture of some tanks which were moving down the streets of Athens. They were U.S. tanks, and they were being used to suppress students who were protesting against the military junta’s destruction of democracy in Greece.

After returning from Greece, Fraser gave a speech in the House of Representatives on the repressive nature of the regime in Athens: “Torture of political prisoners has occurred in some Greek prisons... Arrests and imprisonment of persons who speak critically in public continue. Thousands of Greeks have been imprisoned.” Fraser recommended steps to pressure the Greek junta, including American condemnation of the regime and a significant reduction in military assistance to the government.

Fraser worked closely with the US Committee for Democracy in Greece, which was part of a broader network of groups and individuals in Australia, Canada, Denmark, Great Britain, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland, who were opposed to the Greek regime. The US Committee for Democracy in Greece, which was organized by many well-known Washington-based liberals such as Representative Don Edwards (D-CA), former Attorney General Francis Biddle, labor leader Victor Reuther, and Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI), warned that the United States risked tarnishing its international image if it failed to separate itself from the leadership in Athens. In a newsletter to its supporters, the Committee cautioned: “The presence of the Greek dictatorship is a constant threat to the unity of the Western world... By continuing assistance to the present regime, the United States would risk seriously
undermining the entire Western alliance.”21 Although opponents of the regime in Athens made their case in hyperbolic terms at times, tensions were growing within NATO over the regime’s human rights violations with Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway all initating action against Greece before the European Commission on Human Rights in 1967.

In addition to his own personal concerns about the Greek junta, Fraser’s constituents and others worried about the situation pressed him to act. Several hundred people wrote to Fraser on behalf of the Minnesotans for Democracy and Freedom in Greece.22 Amnesty International also encouraged Fraser to pressure the Greek government directly or through the State Department to permit Amnesty International to send a mission to Greece to investigate the plight of political prisoners.23 His efforts drew the attention of the Greek opposition; for example, Margaret Papandreou, Andreas’s American-born wife, later wrote to Fraser after his 1970 election victory: “The Greek democratic community celebrated your victory in many parts of the United States.”24

Fraser was one of the most prominent elected officials active on human rights violations in Greece, but the cause drew widespread attention as former colleagues, friends, and supporters of Andreas Papandreou mobilized on his behalf in the United States. His wife, Margaret, also worked to keep international attention focused on her husband’s plight and repeatedly appealed to the US embassy in Athens for assistance. She wrote to Galbraith, Stephen Rousseas of New York University, and George Linias at Purdue University to enlist their support for her husband, and academics from Minnesota, Leo Hurwicz and John Buttrick, let her know that they were working on behalf of her husband.25 Overall, 250 economists were said to have written to the White House on Papandreou’s behalf.26 After the coup was launched, Galbraith heard that Papandreou might be executed by the Greek junta and many American academics, including fellow economists from Stanford, Minnesota, and Harvard, reached out to him for his assistance. Galbraith called Johnson aide Joseph Califano at the White House to express the widespread concern for Papandreou’s fate in academic circles. Johnson reportedly said, “This is the first issue in history on which all the American economists seem to have agreed.”27 Galbraith reports that Under Secretary of State Nicholas Katzenbach called him later that evening to report a message from Johnson: “Call up Ken Galbraith and tell him I’ve told those Greek bastards to lay off that son-of-a-bitch—whoevers he is.”28 Economist Walter Heller, who was particularly active, wrote to Johnson, “The academic grapevine was crackling from coast to coast last night with the good news that you were taking a direct hand in the Papandreou case….”

White House aides were cognizant of the extent to which Andreas’s incarceration focused attention on US policy toward Greece: “Our major problem here in the White House is domestic concern for the safety of Andreas Papandreou… Andreas’ friends—Walter Heller, Carl Kaysen and others—have mounted a major telephone campaign, which some of us fear could cause real trouble.”29 In their responses, White House representatives wrote that the US embassy was pressing for the “safety of political prisoners.”30

In part due to the campaign by his supporters, the United States conveyed its concerns for Papandreou’s safety.31 Indeed, it had been involved even before Papandreou’s supporters had mobilized. Andreas Papandreou’s father-in-law, Douglas Chant, visited the United States embassy the day of the coup to seek American intervention to protect Andreas. Ambassador Phillips Talbot reportedly told Chant that the United States “has and would by every means discourage Greek military leaders from any resort to violence or bloodshed.”32 Talbot warned that any harm suffered by political prisoners would “greatly increase complications of already complicated situation.”33 Several days later, the United States expressed concern about the fate of detainees in a meeting with the Greek Minister of the Interior who told Talbot that the regime “intends to kill no one.”34 In addition, Deputy National Security Adviser Francis Bator reached out to the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Richard Helms, to highlight that Papandreou had a range of supporters in intellectual and academic circles in the United States. Bator also noted a “consular rationale”—Papandreou’s wife and children were American citizens—for “special attention” to Papandreou’s case.35 Furthermore, internal State Department documents reveal that “Ambassador Talbot has expressed U.S. concern to the new Prime Minister about the fate of the prisoners, and he was assured none would be harmed… There is some uneasiness about the fate of the younger Papandreou should he remain incarcerated.”36 American analysts believed Papandreou was not in immediate danger, but noted, “The junta desires to eliminate Andreas the Greek political scene.” They hoped to avoid “summary action” against him.37

Embassy officials in Athens sought to balance between ensuring Papandreou’s rights were respected, especially given the attention of Greek-Americans to his case, while also avoiding angering the junta by seeming to champion one of its strongest opponents.38 According to CIA analysis, Greek officials had “not taken kindly to what they regard as unwarranted American interest in the welfare of their ‘enfant terrible’, Andreas Papandreou.”39 Papandreou later wrote in his memoirs, “There was some
fear in the United States, I learned, that I was to be taken before a kangaroo court and summarily executed, and my friends in that country had been pressuring President Lyndon Johnson to intervene on my behalf. It was to the concern of those friends, I concluded, that I owed the fact that I was still alive.” Margaret Papandreou also believed this pressure had been essential and wrote to Johnson expressing appreciation for his “swift humanitarian action” on behalf of her husband. The influence of the United States, however, is less clear as Andreas Papandreou reports that Talbot told him after his release that the junta had never planned to kill him and that the leaders had told Talbot that they would treat Papandreou well before Johnson’s message arrived.

Beyond its immediate focus on Papandreou and a number of other political prisoners, the US government struggled with how to respond to the coup other than to make clear it was not involved. The US Ambassador to Greece, Philip Talbot, in an initial cable back to Washington referred to the coup as the “rape of Greek democracy.” Rostow suggested Talbot’s characterization may have been overly dramatic, but noted in a memo to Johnson, “We do regret the coup.” Rostow wrote to Johnson on April 21, 1967:

At some point soon, I feel we should express regret—even if softly—that democratic processes have been suspended. I fear that our posture before the Greek Americans and the Greek people will look weak-kneed if we completely avoid judgment. Greek democracy is something all the world cherishes, and we have made a strong effort through Ambassador Talbot to stave this off. However, State logically argues that we should hold off on any substantive comment this morning lest we encourage violence against the coup government.

Several days later, Rostow reported to Johnson that the United States was “doing business with the new government, but Phil Talbot has made clear that our cooperation will depend on quick restoration of civil liberties and return to constitutional government as soon as possible.” State Department officials regarded US policy toward Greece in the wake of the coup to be “cool but correct.” The State Department monitored human rights abuses in Greece, and as of June 9, 1967, they estimated Greece had 5,000 political prisoners incarcerated.

The administration had halted major arms shipments to Greece in the wake of the coup to signal its displeasure and to induce future reform, but it did not give too much weight to evidence of human rights abuses in formulating its policy toward Greece. By late July, however, the State Department believed the arms suspension was no longer effective. A July 1967 memorandum to Johnson suggested the decision to withhold arms shipments was inspired as much by domestic political considerations as by the message it would send to the junta. Rusk argued existing US policy was “no longer useful,” particularly given US interests in the Mediterranean and Middle East. Increasingly, the United States prioritized stability and security in the Mediterranean, containment, and allied unity over strong opposition to the junta. Interestingly, several memoranda suggested Greece could follow Charles de Gaulle’s lead and leave NATO’s integrated military command if the United States did not end its suspension. Rostow argued the United States could “make a convincing case that the foreign policy considerations should override our understandable distaste for doing business with a military regime in a country like Greece.” Rostow was hesitant to face inevitable congressional displeasure when the United States resumed arms shipments to Greece; he wrote that, given congressional debates on military aid, “this obviously isn’t the best time.” When the administration signaled it might shift its policy on aid to Greece a range of actors and groups cabled the White House asking that it not begin arms shipments again.

The abrogation of democratic principles in Greece, given its history and location, inspired considerable dismay; that the United States would not act in defense of democracy and human rights disheartened many and led to increasing disillusionment with Johnson’s foreign policy. Rostow, however, doubted that American influence would lead to Greek reform: “We reluctantly conclude that our best bet is to go on applying what pressure we can in the full knowledge that nothing we do short of unlikely military intervention will change this Government’s course very radically.” Although in a sign that it needed to take human rights violations into account when formulating its policy, the White House weighed resuming aid to Greece against a possible backlash by “a group of liberal Democrats” who might abandon the president’s foreign aid bill. In congressional debate regarding American policy, Fraser said that the United States “ought to come down firmly on the side of free and open societies and firmly against those repressive and oppressive governments which are characterized by the present regime that rules Greece.” Several months later, with the issue still under discussion, Rostow continued to urge the president to focus on Greece’s strategic value rather than its repression: “the time has come to separate our NATO relationship from our disapproval of domestic Greek politics...it doesn’t make sense to let our security relationships with Greece—NATO role, common facilities, Sixth Fleet support—deteriorate further.” According to Rostow, an American decision to send equipment to Greece
that had been frozen after the coup would garner domestic opposition: “A vocal group on the Hill will object to any resumption. You have already had letters from Congressmen Edwards and Fraser, who are active with Melina Mercouri and other friends of Greek democracy.” At the same time the United States considered renewing military shipments, Talbot weighed how far the United States could or should push the regime to reform: “Although I recognize the risks in terms of our long-term relations with Greece inherent in unduly protracted effort to convert present Greek regime into democratic and representative government, particularly in absence of concrete evidence from Papadopoulos and co. of some genuine intention to move in this direction, I believe we can still allow them a little more rope before we are faced with critical decision of whether only acceptable alternative is to support concerted attempt to depose them.” US policy toward Greece remained muddled throughout Johnson’s remaining time in office, and the American relationship with Greece became increasingly controversial during the Nixon administration, heightening existing concerns about the character of American foreign policy.

Debates over policy toward Greece in the wake of the coup preview many of the trends that made human rights rise in prominence in the subsequent decade. The plight of an identifiable political prisoner such as Papandreou served as a rallying point for disparate actors in the United States. A range of academics, concerned citizens, international human rights groups, and ad hoc NGOs succeeded in keeping attention on human rights violations and limiting the Johnson administration’s policy options. Although policymakers ultimately prioritized their military alliance with Greece over concerns about the country’s internal politics, to signal such precedence too openly risked angering influential members of Congress within the president’s own party, suggesting the issue was increasingly important in political calculations.

As was the case in Greece, the crisis over Rhodesia’s unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) from Great Britain in 1965, intended to ensure the continuation of white minority rule, heightened American and international attention to human rights issues during Johnson’s presidency. In response to Smith’s declaration of independence, the United States withheld recognition of his government, recalled the American consul, shelved its US Information Agency activity, froze loans and credits to Smith, opposed American travel to Rhodesia, and demanded those who did travel there have British visas. In addition, the United States put in place an embargo against shipments of military equipment and arms, encouraged American businesses to cease dealings with Rhodesia, and suspended sugar imports from the territory. Furthermore, the United States and Great Britain supported ending the shipment of oil and petroleum products to Rhodesia.

The administration’s response provoked opposition from the Right and the Left, including proponents of human rights who wanted the White House to act more forcefully against the white minority regime. US policy on Rhodesia and its approach to Africa more broadly were driven by a number of factors: the desire to build upon the goodwill Johnson’s civil rights policy had engendered in African leaders, American preference to avoid a confrontation with South Africa over apartheid, and American economic and strategic interests on the continent. In the view of several observers, the Johnson administration made a political calculation that it could curry favor by opposing Ian Smith, the leader of Rhodesia, without being forced to follow suit against South Africa, which would have had far greater costs. Given American efforts to win adherents in Africa, US policy created a record of opposition to racial discrimination and enabled it to claim support for self-determination and human rights in Africa. Its foreign policy toward Rhodesia throughout the Johnson years was largely modeled after the British lead, as the United States did not have considerable material interests in the territory. Indeed, before Smith’s UDI, the United States had devoted far more attention to South Africa and Angola than Rhodesia.

Following the American and British lead, the UN Security Council repeatedly acted in response to the situation in Rhodesia. In November 1965, the United Nations passed Resolution 217, which repudiated the UDI and charged Great Britain with resolving the crisis. The Security Council implemented economic sanctions against the regime in December 1966, and in April 1966 the Council voted that United Nations states should “do their utmost to break off economic relations with Southern Rhodesia.” Furthermore, it authorized Great Britain to “prevent by the use of force if necessary” the delivery of oil to Rhodesia. The execution of five political prisoners in March 1968 led the UN Security Council to target Smith’s government with comprehensive sanctions. African nations had demanded a stricter approach to Smith’s regime, urging the use of force and cutting of all communications, but they could not gain sufficient support for their agenda. The United States regarded the comprehensive sanctions as “livable from our point of view and which avoids more drastic action previously demanded by the Africans.”

There were divisions within the US government about the importance of opposing Smith. Some, such as Under Secretary of State George Ball, argued that the United States had little interest in Rhodesia and should leave the problem to Great Britain. Ball, who oversaw policy on Rhodesia, was
focused on the economic aspects of US policy. The main potential cost would be lost access to Rhodesian chrome, of which the United States bought 300,000 tons in 1965, about 20 percent of the country’s total chrome imports. Others in the administration argued that US interests did not necessitate opposing Smith and risk the spread of communism in Africa. Critics of Johnson’s stance further argued American support for the British position was unnecessary given what they perceived to be lackluster British support for the United States in Vietnam. Arguments against the American position also linked Smith’s declaration of independence to the United States in 1776 and pointed out that, given the Cold War concerns about the fate of Africa, the United States should support Smith and his government given that they were Christian and anti-communist. Opponents argued the United States was not bound to act just because it disagreed with the racism of Smith’s government. Former Secretary of State Dean Acheson and his former aide, Charles Burton Marshall, were some of the administration’s principal opponents on the Rhodesia issue, with Acheson arguing against UN sanctions on legal grounds. Marshall suggested a transition to full democracy in Rhodesia would take some time, as it had in the United States.

American interest in disavowing Smith’s regime was driven by several factors. First, US leaders felt a connection to the Rhodesian situation given its own struggle to improve the conditions of African Americans. Second, the United States was committed to self-determination and anti-colonialism. Third, the United States was concerned about the respect for human rights. Finally, given the concerns about black African leaders’ views of the United States, some saw a cost in black African and African American support of the Johnson administration if it did not act against Smith.

The National Security Council urged Johnson to support British response to Smith in order to “stay on the right side of all the Afro-Asians.” American officials were highly cognizant of the potent positive public relations aspects of their policy: “The US public position on [Rhodesia] is one about which we can crow as we are standing on such honored principles as racial equality, human rights and government by the consent of the governed.” In a National Security Council meeting, Arthur Goldberg explained the American position on the recent UN vote limiting the importation of minerals and goods, as well as curtailing most sales of arms, munitions, and materials to be used by the military in Southern Rhodesia: “We were obliged to vote in the U.N. as we did because to do otherwise would have caused us domestic racial difficulties and hurt our business interests in every African country.” Yet, American opposition to Smith did not precipitate stronger pressure against his regime as the interest in what White House aide Robert Komer termed the “Rhodesian mess” was limited. He wrote, “Rhodesia itself isn’t very important to us. But the point is that it’s critical to all the other Africans. They see it as a straight anti-colonial issue, and all their anti-white instincts are aroused. So our stance on this issue will greatly affect our influence throughout Africa—it will be a test of whether we mean what we say about self-determination and racialism.”

Goldberg would have liked an even firmer approach, not only against Rhodesia, but also with respect to South Africa. He spoke out repeatedly against the system of racial discrimination in Rhodesia. His strong opposition to Smith’s regime was consistent with his commitment to civil rights and position at the United Nations, and he advocated a harder stance by the United States. Speaking about Rhodesia, Goldberg said, “Experience demonstrates that in Africa today peace and stability are inseparable from orderly progress toward self-determination and equality for all the people of that continent.” He explained US policy was intended “to open the full power and responsibility of nationhood to all the people of Rhodesia—not just six percent of them.” He also linked the US position on Rhodesia to historic anti-colonialism, to UN Charter language on support for “human rights and fundamental freedoms without distinction as to race,” to the civil rights movement in the United States, and to American interests in Africa.

As with Greece, a number of influential actors outside the US government tried to influence the American approach to Southern Rhodesia. Civil rights leaders, for example, repeatedly weighed in on American policy. James Farmer, Executive Director the Congress for Racial Equality, wrote to the White House in advance of Smith’s UDI:

I urge you take all possible steps to prevent unilateral declaration of independence by white minority strong public statement by you regarding US positions imperative urge public announcement of intent to boycott independent Rhodesia and to move to forbid US investment urge you instruct Ambassador Goldberg to initiate action through United Nations aimed at terminating 1961 Constitution and calling new constitutional conference in which Rhodesia’s black majority is given its fair voice.

Adam Clayton Powell (D-NY), one of the most prominent African American elected officials at the time, wrote to Johnson as well: “I strongly urge your leadership in adopting a world economic boycott of Rhodesia and severance of all diplomatic relations. . . . Colored peoples of the world look to our great democracy to bring about the moral imperatives of freedom and equality.
we should work toward majority rule in Rhodesia because I think the United States [has a] moral commitment to equal treatment for all persons regardless of race." Fraser strongly disagreed with the "smokescreen" or "fiction" of those who sought to connect the Rhodesian unilateral declaration of independence with that of the United States. In addition, Fraser rebutted those who suggested that American civil rights problems meant the United States should not criticize Smith's government, "We shun minority rule at home, and we cannot stand for this position abroad."99

Examining US policy toward Southern Rhodesia during these years demonstrates the extent to which Cold War politics shaped the administration’s approaches to human rights violations. Studying the Johnson administration’s response to Smith’s UDI in the context of its approach to South Africa further highlights the tension in US policy. Given the White House’s support for civil rights domestically, officials such as Goldberg argued the United States needed to oppose racial discrimination abroad as well. The United States highlighted its progress on civil rights and stance on Rhodesia when it sought to appeal to newly independent African governments. The White House, however, was only willing to adopt such a position with regard to Southern Rhodesia, which had little strategic value and where it had few interests. With respect to South Africa, other concerns outweighed its opposition to that government’s policy of racial discrimination, and it adopted a double standard regarding civil rights at home and human rights abroad. The cases of Southern Rhodesia and Greece serve to illustrate that human rights had a place on the policy agenda in the 1960s but not a prominent one.

The predominance of concerns about communism, a commitment to containment, and overall adherence to the primacy of a Cold War framework had moved human rights off the American agenda in the early 1950s. The issue did not reemerge as a policy priority until changes in the composition of the United Nations, the rise of nongovernmental human rights activism, domestic advocacy of civil, political, and social rights, and increasingly vocal members of Congress prompted questioning of the tenets that underpinned US Cold War policy.

Activists inside and outside the Johnson administration raised questions about US foreign policy that remain critical today, in particular how to balance morality and adherence to American values with the preservation of national security. After the Cold War ended, many observers believed the United States would no longer face such quandaries as its ideological adversary had ceased to exist. American foreign policy in the aftermath of September 11, 2001, however, has resurrected such questions. For example,
did the United States' ambiguous stance on torture and its tactics in the War on Terror undermine American soft power? Do persistent questions regarding its stance on human rights weaken its role in the world? Like the administration that preceded it, the Obama administration in its first term did not seek to integrate concern for human rights into its foreign policy consistently. For those hoping for a re-emergence of attention to human rights in US foreign relations, it may be important to note that many years elapsed before congressional hearings and legislation were able to effect change in the 1970s even though members of Congress such as Fraser had been concerned about the direction of US foreign policy for some time.
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GLOBALIZED FAITH, RADICALIZED RELIGION, AND THE DOMESTIC SOURCES OF US FOREIGN POLICY

ANDREW PRESTON

Lyndon B. Johnson’s presidency marked three important transitional moments—in US domestic politics, in the Cold War, and in the nature of the international system itself—and all three were intimately interconnected. Domestic politics saw changes in individual rights, attitudes toward race, gender, and culture, and the fortunes of American liberalism and conservatism. The Cold War witnessed its longest and bloodiest conflict in Vietnam, the solidification of nuclear deterrence, and the diffusion of power throughout the world, especially the recently decolonized “global South.” Finally, the dynamics of the international system changed irrevocably under the pressures of globalization, particularly in the flow of ideas and activists that resulted from rapid improvements in communications and transportation. Most important, these changes all affected and enhanced one another, such as the increasing contact between the West and the global South that resulted in new cultural exchanges, new ideas about race and human rights, and new ways of conducting world politics.

For many Americans, at the heart of these changes stood an ancient, timeless, and yet thoroughly modern phenomenon: religious faith. Just as it did for race relations and foreign policy, the Johnson era represented a crisis within American religion. In referring to one of the decade’s many intellectual fads about identity and spirituality, one might even say that American religion underwent a period of existential searching and transformation. America’s major faiths saw themselves torn apart by varying degrees by battles between radicals and conservatives, reformists and traditionalists. But